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From “Workin’ on a Building” to “Home, Home in the ‘Ville”
By Tracey Kaplan
I can’t believe it’s already been a year since we moved
into the new Agassiz building. It is shocking to me how
fast time flies—in just over a year we gutted and rebuilt the whole building. In just
two years we raised all the money that we
needed. What a feat! It’s so incredible!!
I’m always going on about community and how much we all need it, and how
much better our lives are in a supportive
community. But it’s actually true! I feel
that the outrageous amount of work that
From the
we did really unified us (and “we” means
all the parents).
Director
Our community successfully navigated a major adjustment. We moved through our initial angst
and grief about losing our building—all its history, its location, its space and light, and most of all the energy of all the
families that came before us. We worried we could never
replace any of that, but eventually we accepted the fact that
we had to leave our home of 40 years.
We tried to recreate the best of Agassiz that we could.
We struggled to find the perfect space, which we agonized
over with parents, teachers, alums, architects, banks, contractors, permitting people, neighbors, and the list goes on.
But we also never forgot that the thing that mattered most
was this very community, and of course the teachers.
During this year at our new location, I’ve just barely

The shiny-new Youngest Group area.
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been able to grasp how much was achieved from the moment we first heard that we had to leave our home, five years
ago, until now. Between all the current parents, the prospective parents, the alums, our fantastic teachers, and pretty
much anyone who came anywhere near us… we raised a lot
of money and built a school. It is remarkable. And this new
school is beautiful, too!
A year later, we have settled into our amazing new
home. It’s taken a while to get used to occupying several
floors (I miss the kids popping into my office), but it’s working. And it’s all ours! We still have tasks to do and work to
finish, but we’re well on our way, and this is the fun, creative, more relaxed part. Although we owe a lot to our beloved old Agassiz neighborhood, it feels good to be here. We
had 40 great years in a fabulous Cambridge hood. Here’s to
the next 40 in Somerville!
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The Youngest Group
By Ann Holloway

In the Youngest
Group, we have
been:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Making friends
Laughing
Hugging
Learning about: trees, colors,
pumpkins, WHEELS, WEATHER
Making collages – some small
and some big!
Singing songs (“I Had a Little
Turtle” is a fave)
Exploring
Loving
Being kind to each other
Learning to share
Learning to wait (!)
Trying to get dressed by
ourselves
Washing our hands (we love
soap)
Climbing up
Jumping down
Chasing each other
Hugging Ann’s legs!
Cooking
Counting – how many pumpkin
seeds, how many boys, girls….
Having LOADS of fun!

Abigail (OG) and Alma (OG) hard
at work.
Photo by Ann Holloway
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The Middle Group

Learning: That’s What Friends are For
By Richard Barton
The children are three or four years old. They have been
in the Middle Group for only 10 weeks. The amount of “stuff”
they have experienced in this short time is huge: it is challenging, motivating, comforting, exciting, and sometimes fatiguing.
Even within our own group each one of your children has 21
friends (including myself and Jason)!
On most days they spend two hours with only each other.
They hook up in different ways continuously, make their own
decisions, stay busy, observe others, and learn songs and facts and techniques. It
is all quite complicated. Periodically, be sure to recognize the work your child is
doing and how well he or she has done in only two months.
We have been the Rhyming Kids, Color Kids, Seed Kids, Halloween Kids,
Partner Kids, Block Kids, Drawing Kids, and at time of writing are the Gluing
Kids. The children seem proud to be part of such specifically-named groups. The
theme of each unit provides a focus for our ongoing purposes in the MG:
• Help them get to know each other
• Teach strategies for making needs and wants known in efficient manners
• Teach strategies for resolving conflicts
• Develop confidence and competence in art, with materials and techniques, and in organization as well as imagination
• Develop confidence and competence with manipulatives, puzzles, cognitive toys, building, reading and math readiness
• Stimulate their already-strong openness to learning and socializing
Continued on Page 4

The Oldest Group

Fly Like an Owl, Owl, Owl, into the Future
By April Kierstead
As the warm days of summer have come to an end and the
cold, blustery days of autumn are upon us, the Oldest Group
has been busy and immersed in the joys of learning. At the beginning of the school year we worked on getting to know each
other. Each student completed a book entitled “A Few of My
Favorite Things”, including their favorite color, animal, food,
and way to get around town.
We also enjoyed completing a number of partner projects,
the most fun of which was “partner portraits.” Each student completed a portrait
drawing of a fellow student. These portraits were then hung in a gallery (OG
classroom) for all to admire.
As things settled down and the children (and teachers) were getting comfortable with the routine, we began an intensive project study of pumpkins. We
measured the height of our four pumpkins, compared the weight of our pumpkin
with other classroom objects, and then compared the weight of our largest pumpkin to our own weights.
We learned about the life cycle of a pumpkin (seed to vine to blossom to
pumpkin and back to seed). We planted our own seeds after cutting open our
own pumpkins and examining the pulpy innards. These have begun to sprout
Continued on Page 10
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One Year, One Shift at the Agassiz Tree Sale
By Heather Thompson-Brenner
Mom to Camille (MG)
Editor’s Note: Based on 2010 and
years past, Heather gives us newbies a taste
of what to expect at this year’s upcoming
tree sale!
Last year’s tree sale was a huge
success in our prime Mass Ave space.
As usual, the night was cold, but a
warm set of community interactions
spanned the lovely to the strange.
Dan Brenner (Dad to Camille,
MG, as well as Bodhi and Dashell, then
OG) and Jason Behrens (MG Teacher)
worked a very busy Thursday night
the final week, selling $900 worth of
trees in two hours! Though last-minute
desperation should have spurred the
clientele, the workers reported nearly
everyone tried to bargain with them,
including a well-dressed family who
talked them down by 10 dollars, then
bought a large wreath.
The year before, while still a substitute teacher, Jason was a terrific hit at
the tree sale, prompting Bodhi to opine,
from inside our toasty minivan, “I love
Jason’s voice,” while Jason tied a massive tree to our roof in sub-zero weather.
Last year, Dan grew unenthusiastic about tying trees on cars, feeling
that after all, customers have hands as
well, and perhaps less cold ones. Jason,
we are sure, was unflagging. Dan also
claimed to have been surprise-attacked
multiple times by two unfamiliar
three- and five-year-olds. They reportedly leapt at him from the darkness at
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irregular intervals, karate-chopping
ninja-style—eventually causing some
not insubstantial pain—while their
parents examined the merchandise and
looked on fondly.
Customers were undeterred by
the lack of power sawing last year.
In my experience, customers were
sometimes deterred by the presence
of power sawing other years. Perhaps
that was due to my hysterical cries of
“Stand Back!” and my shaking grip
on the chain saw. I think the sight of
Oliver Kleinbub (Dad to Leo, MG) in a
Santa suit that barely reached his upper shins also added to the psychotic

flavor that particular day.
As usual, the larger trees were
much admired, but smaller trees have
their place in many homes, including in the home of an elderly Swedish
woman whose main criterion was to
be able to dance around it completely,
360 degrees. She demonstrated this
multiple times. And documented it in
photographs. I wish I had one of those
pictures.
In keeping with all our experiences,
Jason and Dan had a blast, and were
happy to see so many Agassiz families,
and would do it again, any day. Any
day in June.

Just before the trees started dancing. (Lyra, OG, at the 2010 Tree Sale.)

Photo by Bethany Ericson
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Reflections on Starting Preschool Queer
By Miranda Balkin and Clio Stearns
Moms to Inanna (YG)
One Saturday, a month or so into
the Agassiz year, Miranda was gathering laundry while Inanna helped
me stir some frying onions. I reminded her not to touch the stove, and she
nodded sagely, “Mommy and daddy
can touch the stove.” Miranda and I
exchanged a glance, and mutually,
silently agreed that this didn’t merit
overreaction. “That’s right,” we said,
“Mommy and mama and other grownups can touch the stove.”
There is something jarring, even
when you think you are prepared for
it, about hearing your child express offhand an assumed conception of what a
family is, when it is very different from
your own.
During these last few months,
which marked the beginning of a longterm relationship with the world of
school, we have done a lot of thinking
about what it might mean for us to be a
queer family in that world. It is because
of our trust in the Agassiz community
that we feel safe discussing some of
that here.
We have read a hefty percentage
of the available literature on queer parenting, yet it still surprised us how early on Inanna became aware of her family’s construction. “Graham have a daddy,” she would say last summer, “Do
Graham have a donor?” Categorizing
people, families, relationships comes
as naturally to her as categorizing colors and shapes, and she goes over these
lists again and again. Soon after she
joined the Youngest Group, she began
making observations and asking about
friends: “Do Sadie have a daddy?”
“How ‘bout Gustin?”
Though we talk about these questions, we also have to rely on the rest
of the world to send Inanna messages
about her family that are couched in
pride and love rather than deficit. One
idea that comes up a lot—an idea that
many queer families are forced into defending—is that we are a family Just
Like Everybody Else.
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But Inanna knows that we’re not
just like everybody else. Telling her so
implies that it’s shameful to talk about
what makes us different. We are proud
of the ways that we are different: proud
that we went into parenting with an almost insane amount of intentionality;
that we’ve fought to make our relationships legal as well as heartfelt; and that
the ways we love each other sometimes
turn assumptions topsy-turvy.
Sometimes, joining new communities, we evoke questions. This will
probably happen for as long as we
raise children. “Who carried?” and
“Who’s the birth mom?” are popular
ones. While we feel compelled to be
honest about our daughter’s origins,
for her benefit more than anyone else’s,
we wonder why the biological roots of
our family are so important to other
people.
In a 21st century world of IUI,
IVF, donor sperm and surrogacy,
we wonder how many straight families would feel comfortable fielding
similar questions. The desire to understand us seems to permit ruminations that get uncomfortably close to

calling into question the validity of our
parenthood.
Inanna has heard questions like
these so many times, and has had her
moms referred to by each other’s notso-confusing monikers so many times,
that there is no way she can believe her
roots are “just like everybody else’s.”
Our only recourse is to be as honest
with her as we can about what it means
to be different this particular way.
Being two, three, and four years
old is awfully complicated. Starting a
new preschool meant worrying about
the usual things—separation, whether
she would eat, nap, make friends. Most
of what she is working on is the same
enormous set of tasks that every other
two-year-old is working on. And each
child in her group has their unique set
of tasks, too.
Her queer family is not a burden
for Inanna—but it is one extra item she
brings with her to school every day, and
it’s not one that can stay in her cubby.
Being a community that cherishes diversity means thinking about what all
the children are bringing—and what
we as parents are bringing, too.

“

Mom (at 3 year checkup): Camille, Dr. Newbold wants to
look at all your great parts.
Camille (MG): Here is my armpit.
Mom: Actually that is more like your elbow-pit. Your armpit is up
here.
Camille: Here is my armpit. There is no mac and cheese in here.

Middle Group, from page 2

”

We try really hard to have the children deal with their difficulties on their
own and to be as resilient as possible. For example, they actually do like each
other, so an interpretation of events that someone does not like them is incorrect;
there is something else going on, usually related to friendship!
Our school provides excellent opportunities to deal with separation, cooperation, and conflict with peers. Curriculum and skill development sort of take
care of themselves here; the social realm deserves much more attention. If your
child can feel confident with peers and teachers the future opens up so positively.
Lastly, parents who have parent-helped have been entirely excellent! And
remember: “The Middle Group Kids are not afraid of anything!”
Fall 2011
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Food Allergies: What to Watch Out For
By Monique Noelle (Allergy Coordinator)
Parent to Gavin (MG)
At Agassiz we’re witness to the rise in food allergies,
with eight kids allergic to over a dozen different foods currently attending. Eight percent of all children (and four
percent of adults) have food allergies. Parents of kids with
food allergies walk a tightrope between prudence and panic;
these allergies are an unpredictable, life-threatening condition that can only be avoided by our own behavior.
Food allergies run in my spouse’s family, and my son inherited them, Big Time: wheat, eggs, sunflower seeds (including sunflower oil, which is in everything), mustard seed, rye,
and something in curry (can’t have him tested for all those
possible ingredients!). In our household, we try to be moderate, stick to the facts, and still err on the side of caution. We
do eat the foods Gavin is allergic to but are very careful about
cleanup, and about touching him or his food during or after.
Gavin sees a highly research-informed allergist who
shares our fact-based approach, but who has also used the
phrase “Russian Roulette” to make his point in referring to
our then one-year old (gulp!). His point being that past allergic reactions do not predict the severity of future ones (which
could be deadly). So we carry a set of Epi Pens and keep one
in the first aid closet at school. Luckily, we haven’t had to deal
with anything more serious than a few doses of Benadryl for
contact reactions.
We’re grateful Agassiz not only provides such an amazing community, but is so conscientious about food allergies.
Nonetheless, in a co-op setting, parents entrust a high number of people with the tricky management of allergies. Since
more than 15% of school-aged children with food allergies
have had a reaction in school, I thought I’d share some of the
information I’ve learned through my experiences with Gavin.
Learn to Identify a Reaction
Most dangerous reactions occur within minutes of ingestion or contact with an allergen, but they can happen up
to four hours later. What may at first appear to be a mild or
moderate reaction can quickly become dangerous.
There are Contact Reactions and Anaphylaxis. Contact
Reactions are local rashes, hives, or itchiness, including in
the mouth (but without any swelling of the mouth or throat)
and on the face. They occur exclusively at the point of contact
with the allergen, and in the absence of symptoms below.
My son makes a lovely sound like a cat having a hairball when his mouth/throat itches, and in the past that’s
been my signal to sprint across the four-lane divided road
and strip-mall parking lot in flip-flops to get Benadryl from
Walgreen’s. (Now I carry it.)
Anaphylaxis is more systemic, and symptoms can be
divided into four categories: 1. Skin (80-90% of the time): Allover hives (not just at the site of contact); tingling, itchiness,
and metallic taste in the mouth (not exclusively). 2. Respiratory:
difficulty breathing, shortness of breath, or wheezing; swelling in the mouth and throat area. 3. Gastrointestinal (40% of
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HOW TO AVOID ALLERGIC
REACTIONS AT SCHOOL
•

•
•
•
•

Wash hands with soap and water and/or change
gloves before helping kids with allergies with their
lunch food. (Hand sanitizer, of course, will not remove allergens.)
Frequently check the allergy sheet on the cabinet
across from the kitchen, as kids’ allergies change
(and none of us can remember them all).
Watch kids at the allergy lunch table for sharing
and cross-contamination, as they are not all allergic to the same things.
Make sure all the kids wash their hands after lunch.
Currently, two kids who eat snack with everyone
are allergic to wheat, and three to eggs. While most
of the foods the students are allergic to are not present at snack, wheat and eggs frequently are, in the
form of birthday cake or cupcakes. If you have eaten or touched regular cake and may be touching the
kids or other snack items,
• Wash your hands with soap and water, whether you have gloves on or not.
• Don’t put gloves on without washing your
hands first, as you may get allergens on the
outside of the gloves.
• Don’t reuse utensils used on cake, or if you
don’t know what they were used on.

the time): diarrhea, vomiting, cramps, and stomach pain.
4. Drop in blood pressure: paleness, dizziness, confusion, and
loss of consciousness. Anytime there are symptoms in two
of these four categories, anaphylaxis is highly likely.
Epinephrine should be immediately administered whenever
you see something that appears to be more than a Contact Reaction
(see How to Treat Anaphylaxis, page 7).
With anaphylaxis, death can occur within 30 minutes.
Knowledge is power here. Only 150-200 people die annually in the US from food allergy, and those are most likely
because they don’t know about their allergy or don’t carry
an Epi Pen.
In my opinion, and based on what I have been told
by the doctor, it is better to err on the side of administering epinephrine than to start with Benadryl and see what
happens. Benadryl only relieves itching and hives, and
the resulting sleepiness can mask signs of anaphylaxis.
And critical time is lost.
We can’t know which kids will have anaphylaxis, when.
The severity of reaction is predicted neither by prior reaction,
nor by the strength of results of allergy skin tests or blood
tests (although these can give some clue as to whether the allergy is worsening or resolving over time). However, the type
Continued on Page 7
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Surviving and Thriving as a Parent Helper
By Margaret Hayden, Mom to Abigail (OG)
& Randi Soltysiak, Mom to April (OG)
The first rule of parent helping is that there are no rules.
Except those ones in the 45-page parent help manual. You
read that, right?
Preparing for the Day
Purchase a Venti Double-Shot Caramel Macchiato or
similar gigantic coffee on your way. Put the coffee down
somewhere during free play, forget where you left it, then
send your fellow parent helper out to get a Box of Joe.
Talk to your child beforehand about how much time
you’ll spend with them when you’re at school together.
You’ll sit with them at morning meeting (likely) or be with
their group during project time (also likely). But you’ll also
need to prep snack, wash dishes, and clean. Just in case,
wear soft pants that won’t irritate your child’s face when he/
she clings to your leg all day. (It won’t always be like that!)
Snack tips
Double check with the teachers about food allergies.
Also, read all labels on jam, hummus, etc. The teachers do
this religiously, but best to have all eyes peeled.
Check with the teachers before you prep snack about
quantities or special tips. For example, apparently kids
won’t eat apples at 10:15 am that you cut at 9 am, so Jackie
usually does that during morning meeting. And the fastest
way to pour out 24 cups of water is to line the cups up together and pour like a bartender dispensing shots (not walking around the tables to fill them individually).
Try to use up the cream cheese in some of the 17 open
containers in the fridge before opening a new one. Unless
they have gluten crumbs in them; then open a new one. Make
sure to eat snack. Rice cakes with cream cheese are delicious!
By Jason Behrens, MG Teacher

Lunchtime
Take notes on
the teachers’ tried
and true methods
for getting kids
to focus and eat.
(Richard! Yogurt
stirring! Enough
said.)
Bring some
lunch for yourself—something
you can eat standing up. After lunch,
please don’t put
open but uneaten
yogurt or applesauce containers
And do whatever the teachers say!
back into a kid’s
(Jackie, YG Teacher)
lunch box. Yeech!
Photo by Ann Holloway
One easy way
to avoid stooping to sweep under a table is to move the entire table to the side, then move it back. Also when cleaning,
try not to sweep the same spot on the floor over and over.
That spot is not a rice cake crumb, it’s permanent.
As you linger over the lunch dishes, pause for a moment
to enjoy the melodious Russian folk music (?) Jackie is playing to get the nappers to sleep, and imagine what Jason is going to build with all of those saved yogurt containers, GoGo
Squeeze twisty tops, etc. that are piling up next to the sink.
Recuperation
Last but not least: a fantasy tip, since we’ve never been
organized enough to do it ourselves. Schedule a babysitter
and a massage for the afternoon of the parent help day.

Felix the Smurf (MG) and his mom, Sonya, at the
Halloween Breakfast Potluck.

Photo by Ann Holloway
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Agassiz Author Says: Don’t Panic, Do Vaccinate
Interview by Glenn McDonald
Father to Lyra (OG)
Article by Monique Noelle
Parent to Gavin (MG)
Seth Mnookin (Parent to Max, YG)
is the author of three books, the most recent being The Panic Virus: The True Story
Behind the Vaccine-Autism Controversy,
or as it is subtitled in hardback, A True
Story of Medicine, Science and Fear.
In short, the book suggests that
we should not worry about autism and
vaccines. Seth shows that there was
never any serious evidence to support
the connection. Meanwhile, the risks of
the diseases against which we vaccinate
kids today are well-understood and
very tangible. Not only are individual
unvaccinated kids in danger, but so are
other vulnerable people around them,
and society as a whole.
Seth explained how the MMRvaccine controversy began and was
propagated.
It all began with “this one study,
[which] has been retracted, by a guy
who lost his medical license. All the
other studies have been in journals like
The Journal of American Physicians and
Surgeons, which is a John Birch Societystarted journal. [It] also published articles, in the 2008 election, about how
Obama was brainwashing Jews and
intellectuals by his repetitive use of
numbers…. We’re not talking about a
somewhat fringe journal. It’s not like,
‘Oh, well, it’s not peer reviewed, but
they have legitimate papers.’”
Seth related that the author of that
first disreputable MMR-autism study
had ethical conflicts, and used a flawed
research design. He had taken out a
patent on an alternative measles vaccine, and also had a financial arrangement with a law firm interested in suing vaccine manufacturers.
The research consisted of a 12-person case study. Based on that, Seth
feels “it’s insane that any newspaper ...
would run a story saying, ‘The MMR
vaccine might not be safe.’” When he
lectures on the topic, Seth will often
select 12 people in the audience and
The Agassiz News

point out that if he based a case study
on them, he would conclude that “the
entire population of the United States
is white, and over 30, and 80% female.
That’s a crazy thing to claim.”
So how did the idea that the vaccine
caused autism become so prevalent?
“Politics, science and medicine,”
Seth said, “are the areas in which there
can be something that is demonstrably
not true, but because someone says it,
that’s justification enough to then write
about it.”
On the other hand, he pointed
out, “If I said, ‘The Red Sox won the
World Series this year,’ no one would
then go write a story saying ‘The writer of a 2006 book about the Red Sox
[which Seth is] claims that they won

Allergies,
from page 5

the World Series this year.’”
But when someone opines about
President Obama’s birthplace, or says
something about vaccines or global
warming, “that’s when you get this
false equivalency, where the pretense
of objectivity is an excuse to write
about a controversy where there actually is no controversy.”
Seth points out that something like
93% of global warming studies show
that humans are affecting the climate,
but in that case, at least there is that 7%
sliver of ambiguity. Not so with vaccines and autism.
However, with the internet playing “the biggest role in both the democratization of access to information
Continued on Page 11

TREATING ANAPHYLAXIS AT AGASSIZ

of allergen (especially
1. Remove the allergen, if necessary.
peanuts, tree nuts, and
2. Immediately get a teacher to administer
fish), and the presence
epinephrine, which is marked Epi Pen Jr.
of asthma both predict
and located downstairs with the first aid in
more severe reactions.
the closet across from the kitchen. (There are
Even small amounts
instructions on the Epi Pen. The injection
of a food can cause a
is auto-injected in the thigh, right through
reaction. Seventy-five
clothing.)
percent of the time
3. Always call 911, as the child should be taken
epinephrine is used, it
to the ER and monitored, and tell 911 to send
is due to a known food
more epinephrine.
allergy; 25% of the
4. Lie the child down with feet elevated.
time, the allergy was
5. Epi Pens come in pairs, as a second shot may
previously unknown.
be required if symptoms do not abate.
Most kids with al6. EMTs may provide oxygen and IV fluids.
lergies will react to any
skin contact as well as
ingestion. For example, I’ve had to wash down my itchy son after pouring wheat
flour and having the poof of it in the air get on his skin. And a special note about
egg allergy: some egg-allergic kids can eat eggs cooked into dry goods (as in a cake),
but not until they have been tested and cleared by their allergist for a specific egg
protein.
In addition to contact reactions and anaphylaxis, reactions can be more delayed. Gavin most commonly develops itchy eczema on various parts of his body,
24 to 48 hours after ingestion, necessitating the use of topical cortisone for one to
two weeks, and taper charts for different body parts (to avoid rebound reactions).
We then also have to investigate everything he ate for the past two days to determine whether we are seeing a new food allergy or one we already knew about.
The reward for all our special care is an intangible one: the lack of any of these
reactions. Thank you to the whole community for all the effort and attention!
Next time: The growing prevalence of food allergies in children.
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Cupcakes: From One Year to the Next
By Randi Soltysiak
Parent to April (OG)
Last year, when it was our first year
of preschool, everything was new and exciting and terrifying and definitely worth
obsessing over, especially cupcakes….
I never thought baking cupcakes
could be such a momentous experience.
Forty-eight cupcakes, each painstakingly frosted with pink icing (How much
of that did I eat? It was all butter!) and
decorated with sprinkles—the nonpareil kind, which rolled right off because
the icing had hardened by the time I got
all the cupcakes done. Did I mention
there were 48? So I had to go back and
put another dab of icing (more butter!
more sugar!) on each one and then put
the sprinkles on, so they would stick.
This was after debating whether I
should put sprinkles on at all, or maybe
do it in the morning, because the coloring might run and my beautiful cupcakes would become a godawful mess.
But would I have time in the morning? Probably not with all the chaos:
trying to get April to eat her breakfast
and put on her clothes while I was

nursing then 3-month-old Ari, having
to change his diaper (and probably
his clothes, as he specialized in poopie
blow-outs) twice each feeding.
Plus, it was my first day to parent
help. I didn’t know if there would be a
chance to put the sprinkles on at school.
Of course, there totally would have
been. But alas, the coloring did not run!
Ari’s babysitter arrived, and April
and I headed off to school, 48 cupcakes in hand. We could hardly get in
the door because there were 40 zillion
people there for the Halloween parade.
April’s birthday is October 30, so we always have Halloween to compete with.
(I know, her name should have been
October.…)
The Agassiz Halloween Parade:
It’s chaos, it’s mayhem, I’m ducttaping spider costumes made out of
brown paper shopping bags onto children left and right. Not just any spider
costumes. We’re talking about deadly
poisonous black widow spiders here.
Very, very scary. But “don’t worry,”
Richard assures me, “the middle group
is not afraid of anything.” Phew—

Activities Corner
What? An ALL-Gluten Activity?
By Bethany Ericson, Mom to Lyra (OG)
Well, yes. Lyra had some questions last year about what exactly was Gluten.
She knew Violet should not have it, and knew about things that were gluten-free.
So we talked about the types of foods that had gluten, and its gluey qualities.
We’ve gotten a lot of mileage out of liquid food coloring that is sold for coloring
frosting. This time I made a bunch of spaghetti, separated it into bowls, and Lyra
squeezed different colors on each bowl and we mixed them up. We had excellent
shockingly bright rainbow spaghetti. Then we took some paper and we made pictures with it. The spaghetti, being full of gluey gluten, sticks to the paper without
any glue or other fixatives. We made lots of masterpieces, then I cooked up some
oil and garlic and parsley and we ate the rest of our art supplies for dinner.

Letters and Light Bulbs
By Kristin Little, Mom to Finn and Naia (OG)
We are going to paint some wooden letters in bright colors this week and
pick one to carry around during the day to spot things that begin with that letter.
The letters are on sale at Michael's for 19 cents.
Papier mache is on the agenda. We'll cover an old light bulb with newspaper
dipped in a flour/water goop, let it dry, paint it, and then smack it on something. Voila—a maraca! And maybe we'll make some papier mache animals using
balled up newspaper as a base.
The Agassiz News
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Finally all (most) of the children
were sufficiently gift-wrapped, and we
were all walking down Mass Ave. Two
hundred adults obsessively photographing 40 brown paper bags on legs.
This amazing parade is not to be missed!
The sidewalk was strewn with glitter,
and pipe cleaners, and googly eyes.
Back at school and the kids can settle down, and I can get snack ready or
whatever I’m supposed to do as a parent helper, right? No! Because it was
meltdown time! My little birthday girl
was crying, “Mommeeee! Mommeeee!”
And that was the moment the babysitter walked in with screaming Ari, who
wouldn’t take a bottle.
First: get April calmed down.
Maybe she has to pee. She cries when
she has to pee, Richard has told us. The
whole “use the toilet to go pee” thing
was kind of brand new. So she wouldn’t
do it at that moment. Fine, stick a diaper
on her. Don’t make a big deal out of it.
Ok, she’s all set. Next: feed Ari. Change
Ari. Finish feeding Ari. Change Ari
again, including his clothes....
Finally... it was birthday time! Out
came the 48 cupcakes, in all their pink
sprinkly glory. And she beamed, my girl!
She took a little nibble, and she looked
at mommy and smiled, and licked her
cupcake, and said, “Yummy cupcake,
Mommy. Happy birthday, April!”
Happy Birthday, April indeed. I’m
so proud of you! And I feel so happy
and lucky to bake cupcakes for your
3rd birthday at Agassiz Preschool.
This year I sent Mark to Shaw’s to buy
the cupcakes. And April still beamed and
loved them!

“

Parent: Hi, Abigail!
Abigail (OG): I’m not Abigail!
Parent: Oh, sorry. Who are
you?
Abigail: I’m my daddy as a
young boy.
Parent: Oh, ok. Hi, baby
Stephen!
Abigail: I’M NOT A BABY!

”
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What’s In a Neighborhood?

Wellington-Harrington: Food, Fringe, and Fireworks
By Bethany Ericson, Parent to Lyra (OG)
Glenn, Lyra, and I live in the Wellington-Harrington
neighborhood technically, though on the very point of it,
touching both Kendall Square and Area 4. We’re not really
Inman, not really Kendall, and not really East Cambridge,
and not really near Agassiz. Points of reference include
Emma’s Pizza, the Cambridge Brewery, and the Kendall
Cinema. We are close enough to the cinema that I can go to
the early show, then send Glenn to the late show. No babysitter required!
Lyra was born just across the river at MGH. She learned
to walk along the wall of a pharmaceutical company, learned
numbers and colors counting duck boats, and could identify
a Segway when she was two. Once, I got a text, startled her
out of a nap, and zipped her down to the Land Boulevard on
my shoulders to catch the Barnum and Bailey Circus marching their elephants and ponies from the circus train to the
Fleet Center.
It’s an odd location in some ways, and while I take Lyra
all over the place on adventures, we enjoy our home base being near public transit, near the Charles, a short drive from
the Science Museum, near a huge number of restaurants,
and until very recently, next to Glenn’s tech job.
The wait staff at Mulan, an excellent Taiwanese restaurant on Broadway, are very kid-friendly and have watched
our vegetable dumpling addict grow up. (She’s the Caucasian
girl who brings her own chopsticks.) Lyra also highly recommends the Mickey Mouse-shaped blueberry pancakes at
The Friendly Toast. She’s a fan of the deviled eggs and free
Oreos at All Star Sandwich Bar, loves the burritos at Olecito
and Boca Grande, bagels with lox spread at the S&S, and
the hummus at Aceituna. She appreciates the smell of the
Portuguese sweet bread baking at Central Bakery.
We’re about two blocks from the used clothing store
The Garment District. I love to take Lyra there and cruise
the “Buck-a-pound” ($1.50/lb) piles. (And FYI my Public
Health expert friends assure me she’s in no more risk of getting germs, lice, or bedbugs there than in the rest of her life,
particularly, say, at preschool.) The little clothes are actually
the easiest to see in the pile, and I have fished out whole
Hannah Anderson outfits, as well as all kinds of dress up
clothes and some nice European kids’ shoes.
One of my favorite moments there happened when
Lyra recently suggested we go look for a pink scarf that
would work as the mane for her homemade unicorn costume. She seemed more occupied with jumping and rolling,
but then yelled, “I FOUND IT!” I turned around from the
pile I was sorting and there she was: pretending to surf atop
a mountain of clothes on a kick board, wearing an aviator
hat to which someone had attached mouse ears, and waving
the perfect pink, fringed winter scarf.
The Agassiz News

We are also a short walk to the Valente Library on
Cambridge Street, from which we take home piles of books,
and sometimes stop for an Italian “sprinkle cookie” from the
Royal Pastry Shop a block away, to eat on the way home.
In summer we pay our 75 cents and swim in the Gold
Star Mother’s Pool just behind the library, or walk to the subway and take it two stops to the Common to play in the Frog
Pond. In winter we skate indoors at the Simioni Ice Rink or
walk over to the outdoor Kendall rink (by the Kendall Sq.
location of The Charles River Canoe and Kayak). I can have
a coffee from Voltage while watching Lyra take skating lessons in her snowsuit under the twinkling lights.

“

Parent Helper: What’s this for?
Lyra (OG): It’s a machine to help sharks feel
better.
PH: Oh?
Lyra, enthusiastically turning plastic arm
attached to tinkertoy-like structure:
You just keeping cranking this and the stuff
comes out here.
PH: mind blown by possibilities

”

We don’t have enough open space in our area, but we
are a short drive from North Point Park (across from the
Museum of Science), a fantastic spray park and playground
with paths and riverfront. There we can watch the commuter
rail, planes, and the duck boats driving into the water. Our
nearby go-to playground is the new Greene-Rose Heritage
Park off of Harvard St. where we scooter, watch tennis, look
at the community gardens, play soccer on the field, fly kites
we’ve made, and swing.
We have some little secret places, like a tiny rose garden
where this summer we’d sit quietly until a tiny little baby
bunny would hop out to us. Another one we call “The Secret
Garden.” If you walk through the food court by the outbound side of the Kendall T station and outside, then take
the parking garage elevator on your right to the top you will
find yourself in a lovely, large rooftop garden with very safe
walls. And despite the urban nature of our location, Lyra has
watched a cardinal take its first flight, grown flowers, herbs,
and berries, and seen a hawk land in our backyard.
As parents with so many new, great restaurants in our
area to try, we need not waste extra babysitter money on
transit time. We’ve been happy to attend new-parent workshops at Stellabella, as well as brain-feeding lectures and
readings at MIT and Harvard.
Continued on Page 10
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Neighborhood, from page 9

Recipes
My Mom’s Bread Pudding Recipe
From Isaura Vergucht
Mom to Ava (YG)
I made this for a Youngest Group
get-together at Conrad’s house. It was
a big hit, and I think it’s perfect for the
holidays (and super easy to make!).
Due to nut allergies, I didn’t add
the Frangelico and almond extract and
it was still pretty tasty!
1 1lb loaf of Challah bread
8 large eggs
2 cups whipping cream
2 cups whole milk (I’ve used 2% or 1%
before too)
1 cup granulated sugar
1 cup dark brown sugar
1/4 cup Frangelico
1 tbsp vanilla extract
1/2 tsp almond extract
raisins
Cut bread into 1 inch cubes (crust
included) and place in 9 x 13 baking
dish. Beat eggs in large bowl. Add
cream, milk, sugars, Frangelico, vanilla extract and almond extract and beat
some more until all combined and
sugar mostly melted. Add a handful
of raisins (to taste). Pour over bread
cubes.
Let stand 30 minutes, occasionally
mixing and pressing bread into custard
mixture.
Bake in 350-degree oven about 50
minutes or until set in center (in my
oven it sometimes takes 1 hour).

“
”

Mama, do you know
how Santa gets home? He
rents a zipcar and takes his
sled back to the North
Pole.
~ Gavin (MG)

The Agassiz News

Ann’s Favorite Gluten-Free
Playdough
2 cups rice flour
1 cup salt
2 cups water (with food coloring
added)
2 tbsps oil
2 tbsps cream of tartar
3 tbsps xanthan gum
Mix everything in a saucepan. Put
over medium heat and continue to stir,
scraping the bottom of pan.
When playdough has become a
solid, continue cooking, pressing down
the dough into the heat.
Plop onto a plate and knead with a
little more of the rice flour. Store in an
airtight container.

Ava (YG) was featured as a lion in
the SomerStreets parade, in the
Somerville News.
Fall 2011

If we’re in town for the 4th of July,
one of my favorite things is to wait until
the last minute, walk just a few blocks
to another parking garage, take it to the
top floor, and have a glorious, unobstructed view of the fireworks with the
guys who work in the garage and just
a couple of other people. Maybe this
year Lyra will be able to stay awake
late enough to join me.

“ ”

I’m a egg and I need
to be hatched.
~ Sylvia (MG)

Oldest Group, from page 2
and grow in the sunshine of the OG
classroom.
We also have been mesmerized by
watching our pumpkin rot. We’ve seen
it get soft and squishy, start growing
white “hair” (mold) and now start to be
covered in fur (mold) and melt. Some
of our wonderings: Will the seeds grow
in the spring? How long will it take to
disappear? Will the stem stay?
This past week we’ve begun our
new study, owls. First we had a discussion about the things that we already
know about owls: they have feathers,
they fly at night, they hoot, they live in
holes in trees, etc. We then talked about
questions or things that we would like
to learn about owls: Can they fish? Do
they only come out at night? Are they
all the same size and color? Some very
insightful wonderings.
We are excited to move ahead
and surround ourselves with feathers and such. We’ll be making a large
model snowy owl in the classroom as
we learn about the different body parts
of this magnificent bird. We’ve already
found out some cool things: the color of
snowy owls when they’re born; where
they make their nest. We might even
dissect a real owl pellet! Awesome!
So if you hear the whoo-whoowhooing of an owl around Agassiz, it
could just be an OGer flying in your
midst.
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Book Reviews
Alphabeasties: And Other Amazing Types
by Sharon Werner & Sarah Forss

The Snail and the Whale
by Julia Donaldson and Axel Scheffler

By Shelley Barandes, Mom to Sadie (YG)
I didn’t learn about Alphabeasties:
And Other Amazing Types from bookstore emails or parenting websites,
but on many of the design blogs I follow. I fully admit that having a daughter was my excuse to buy this book.
Alphabeasties is a must for typophiles
and design-geek parents everywhere.
Alphabeasties moves the abecedarian
beyond simply identifying an illustration of animal beginning with a particular letter. It actually creates the animals
out of those letters, exploring the graphic possibilities of
the characters themselves. Capital A’s are transformed
into the spikes on the top of the alligator. Bats made out of
gothic-style B’s make playful reference to vampires (don’t
worry, not to your kids).
The illustrators do an inspired job of using different
typefaces with distinct personalities that match in shape and
sensibility the creatures they construct. A bevy of sidebar
snippits full of extra illustrations and comments leave room
for exploration and discovery every time you open the book.
Your kids will love unfolding pages to reveal a giant
giraffe or a tentacled octopus. All of the animal illustrations are in crisp black, but broad swaths of bold accentcolors keep the pages bright and exciting to explore. The
text provides the perfect opportunity to teach kids to recognize that letter forms come in different shapes, and that
with a little imagination, letters can be so much more than
the building blocks of words. With clever details to engage
adults, Alphabeasties is also a book that will grow with my
daughter for years to come.

By Kristin Little, Mom to Finn and Naia (OG)
The Snail and the Whale is “the
tale of a tiny snail” who lives on
a rock in the harbor, along with
many other snails. This snail is
different, however. It wants to
see what lies beyond the rock,
so it writes in snail slime “Ride
Wanted Around the World.” A
whale comes along and takes
the snail on her tail, and off they go to have adventures in
various settings. Along the way, the whale gets beached,
and the snail manages to save the whale (again using its
slime to communicate). As the title suggests, the book is
rich with rhythm and rhyme. It also uses somewhat advanced vocabulary. It’s definitely worth a read.

Press Here by Hervé Tullet
By Shelley Barandes
A clean white page with a painted yellow dot in the
center. Below, the instructions, “Press here and turn the
page.” Thus begins Press Here.
Every page of this book contains instructions on how
to interact with the red, yellow and blue painted dots that
make up the entirety of the illustrations. “Press here and
turn the page,” and a yellow dot becomes two. “Rub the
dot on the left… gently,” and it turns red. “Five quick
taps,” and the dot multiplies upon turning the page.
This book is interactive in the way you’d expect from
an iPad app—you touch, tap, tilt and blow to engage and
change the dots on the page. And yet the magic is that it is
simply a book—there are no flaps, no pull tabs, no fuzzy
appliqué—just words (and dots) on a page. It is by far the
most interactive book we own.
The Agassiz News

“

Adan & Finn (OG) told a parent that
the device they were building was to “make
cell phones not work by sucking out the
batteries. Cuz we’re bad guys!”

Vaccines, from page 7

”

and [also] the devaluing of expertise,” it can be difficult for
consumers of information to assess conflicting sources. “That
can be really tricky when you have things like The Journal of
American Physicians and Surgeons which sounds, to someone
who’s not in the medical community, like basically the same
thing as The Journal of the American Medical Association.”
During his research, Seth spent time at autism conferences and with parents who believed their children had
been hurt by vaccines. He said that in the end, he felt sympathy for parents “on most sides.”
Despite this sympathy, he reported having no patience
for the subset of parents who not only don’t vaccinate, but
“don’t acknowledge the potential repercussions of that.” He
feels it’s “unconscionable” when parents of non-vaccinated
children put newborns or pregnant women at risk (for example, by visiting with an unvaccinated older child who has
a cough).
“It’s sort of like saying, ‘If you don’t believe in drunk
driving, then you don’t get behind the wheel of a car.’ If
you’re going to live in society, you have to play by the rules,
especially when those rules involve public health.”
Seth Mnookin is a Lecturer in MIT’s Graduate Program
in Science Writing. The Panic Virus comes out in paperback
on January 3, 2012. For more information on Seth and his
other books, go to sethmnookin.com.
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Classifieds & Recommendations
Working on a Building: Music from
the Agassiz Preschool Community
Produced by Andrew Mazzone
and recorded by Agassiz alums &
friends, this double CD of gifted
musicians singing both covers and
original songs makes a great
Christmas gift!
On sale for $15. See Tracey for
your copy.

Ann Holloway recommends:
Patrick Lacey Plastering
617-650-6625
padraig59@yahoo.com
•
•
•
•
•

The business of Todd Zinn
(Parent to Owen & Abraham, MG) &
Nimco Mahamud-Hassan (Mom to Adan, OG)

The new backyard: Agassiz digs
trees! (Nancy, MG; Jasmine, MG;
Violet, MG)
Photo by Ann Holloway

“

Patching/Repair
Bording/Plastering
Restoration
Ornamental
Venetian

I don’t want to go to

the moon until Sofia [her

”

baby sister] is a big girl (so
they can go together).

~ Zora (MG)

Monique Noelle recommends:
The Training Room
691A Somerville Ave. (10 min walk from Agassiz)
617-284-6608
thetrainingroomboston.com
I love this place because it’s a pay-as-you-go (for classes or personal training)
place to work out, with no membership fee. The personal training is very high
quality, and it’s a local Somerville business through and through.
The Agassiz News
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“Are you sure it isn’t chocolate?”
(Mia, MG; Jasmine, MG)

Photo by Ann Holloway
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